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Wide‐Angle Seismic Imaging of Two Modes of Crustal
Accretion in Mature Atlantic Ocean Crust
R. G. Davy1 , J. S. Collier1 , T. J. Henstock2 , and The VoiLA Consortium

1Department of Earth Sciences and Engineering, Imperial College London, London, UK, 2Ocean and Earth Science,
National Oceanography Centre Southampton, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

Abstract We present a high‐resolution 2‐D P‐wave velocity model from a 225‐km‐long active seismic
profile, collected over ~60–75 Ma central Atlantic crust. The profile crosses five ridge segments separated
by a transform and three nontransform offsets. All ridge discontinuities share similar primary
characteristics, independent of the offset. We identify two types of crustal segment. The first displays a classic
two‐layer velocity structure with a high gradient Layer 2 (~0.9 s−1) above a lower gradient Layer 3 (0.2 s−1).
Here, PmP coincides with the 7.5 km s−1 contour, and velocity increases to >7.8 km s−1 within 1 km below.
We interpret these segments as magmatically robust, with PmP representing a petrological boundary
between crust and mantle. The second has a reduced contrast in velocity gradient between the upper and
lower crust and PmP shallower than the 7.5 km s−1 contour. We interpret these segments as tectonically
dominated, with PmP representing a serpentinized (alteration) front. While velocity‐depth profiles fit
within previous envelopes for slow‐spreading crust, our results suggest that such generalizations give a
misleading impression of uniformity. We estimate that the two crustal styles are present in equal proportions
on the floor of the Atlantic. Within two tectonically dominated segments, we make the first wide‐angle
seismic identifications of buried oceanic core complexes in mature (>20 Ma) Atlantic Ocean crust. They
have a ~20‐km‐wide “domal”morphology with shallow basement and increased upper crustal velocities. We
interpret their midcrustal seismic velocity inversions as alteration and rock‐type assemblage contrasts across
crustal‐scale detachment faults.

1. Introduction

Oceanic crust is the site of major heat and mass flux exchange between the solid Earth and the oceans and
atmosphere. From its creation at mid‐ocean ridges to its consumption at subduction zones, it is a buffer of
elements such as carbon and volatiles such as water. Early active‐source seismic experiments showed a dis-
tinct two‐layer structure, which was inferred to hold true for most oceanic settings (e.g., White et al., 1992).
The upper igneous crust (Layer 2) is typically 1–2 km thick and is identified by a high P‐wave velocity gra-
dient (~1.0 s−1), while the lower crust (Layer 3) is 4–6 km thick and has a higher‐velocity (>6.4 km s−1) but
significantly lower‐velocity gradient (~0.1 s−1). In young crust, rapid increases in Layer 2 velocities were
attributed to crack closure by precipitation of hydrothermal alteration products (Grevemeyer &
Weigel, 1997; Houtz & Ewing, 1976). By comparison with ophiolites, the seismic structure was interpreted
as an upper crust of extrusive basaltic flows and dolerite dikes, overlying a gabbroic lower crust (commonly
referred to as the “Penrose model,” Anonymous, 1972). An issue that remains much debated is the interpre-
tation of the PmP reflection and whether this represents the base of the petrological crust or a serpentiniza-
tion front due to infiltration of water and alteration of olivine (e.g., Minshull et al., 1998). The classic White
et al. (1992) velocity‐depth envelopes have been updated recently by Grevemeyer et al. (2018) and Christeson
et al. (2019), who exclude some of the older surveys with inherent resolution issues and include recent sur-
veys that used more modern instrumentation and techniques. While some modifications were made, the
broad concept of a unified 1‐D velocity structure of oceanic crust was upheld.

Nevertheless, it has been known for some time that processes at mid‐ocean ridges vary along axis, and it has
been suggested that ridge segmentation results in a hierarchical pattern of melt delivery from the mantle
(Langmuir et al., 1986; Macdonald et al., 1988). Significant crustal thinning toward first‐ (transform fault)
and possibly second‐order (nontransform offsets [NTOs] at slow‐spreading ridges) discontinuities was sug-
gested by Detrick et al. (1993). At these discontinuities, the oceanic crust thins laterally over tens of kilo-
meters, accommodated primarily in Layer 3, which may even be absent beneath the discontinuity itself.
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The thinning was shown to have little dependence on the size of ridge axis offset, although a majority of the
studies targeted a single discontinuity that hampers the comparison of results. More recently, Carbotte
et al. (2016) revisited the observations made at ridge axes and also concluded that both first‐ and
second‐order ridge discontinuities, irrespective of offset, provide major physical boundaries in ridge proper-
ties and, hence, melt supply.

The advent of high‐resolution bathymetricmapping has shown that large sections of the slow‐spreadingMid‐
Atlantic Ridge (MAR) are characterized by large detachment faults that expose oceanic core complexes
(OCCs) (Cann et al., 1997; Cannat et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2006; Tucholke et al., 1998). As a result of this
unexpected discovery, the majority of recent seismic studies in the Atlantic have explored the ridge axis to
investigate the implications for crustal accretion (Figure 1). This work led to the development of a new con-
cept that slow‐spreading oceanic crust is formed by two modes of accretion: magmatically robust and tecto-
nically controlled (Escartin et al., 2008). Magmatic crust is described by the Penrose model, formed through
melt delivery at the center of the segment and is symmetric about the spreading ridge (e.g., experiments
labeled 17–20, 23, and 28 in Figure 1) (e.g., Hooft et al., 2000; Hosford et al., 2001; Lin & Phipps
Morgan, 1992; Tolstoy et al., 1993). Conversely, tectonically controlled accretion occurs where melt supply
is limited, and much of the extension is accommodated along long‐lived detachment faults, leading to asym-
metric crustal accretion (e.g., 6, 9–10, 12, 14, 16, 21–22, and 28 in Figure 1) (Dick et al., 2008; Escartin
et al., 2008). This mode of crustal accretion is commonly referred to as the “Chapman model” (Escartín &
Canales, 2011). Exhumation of lower crustal and/or upper mantle rocks along the detachment faults form
blocky, dome‐shaped OCCs, commonly found at segment ends (Dannowski et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2003).
Seismic refraction studies of OCCs at the MAR, such as the Kane OCC, Atlantis Massif, and the
Trans‐Atlantic Geotraverse (TAG) hydrothermal mound (e.g., 12, 14, and 16 in Figure 1), reveal highly het-
erogeneous seismic velocity structures (Canales et al., 2007; Canales et al., 2008; Collins et al., 2009; Dunn
et al., 2017; Harding et al., 2017). These variations are attributed to diverse assemblages of gabbroic plutons
and ultramafic rocks, coupled with variations in hydration and serpentinization of olivine‐rich rocks, and
fracturing of the OCC footwall (Canales et al., 2008; Escartín et al., 2003; Ildefonse et al., 2007; MacLeod
et al., 2002; MacLeod et al., 2009). However, petrological/alteration interpretations of seismic structures
are nonunique, and studies have relied on seafloor sampling and drilling for ground truthing (Blackman
et al., 2014; Blackman et al., 2019; Canales et al., 2008; Collins et al., 2009). Given these reported heterogene-
ities, it is important to assess the applicability of a generalized 1‐D velocity envelope for slow‐spreading crust.

While there have beenmany new insights at the ridge axis, most of these seismic studies span a limited num-
ber of segments and are often impeded by extreme seafloor topography. The single published account of an
off‐axis Atlantic seismic study conducted since 2000 (4 in Figure 1, Lizarralde et al. (2004)) used very long
offsets to target mantle structure along a flow line between 108 and 157Ma. Our study, presented here, inves-
tigates the seismic structure across five crustal segments, bound by first‐ and second‐order discontinuities, of
60–75Ma Atlantic crust and obtains a velocity model with a resolution of just 5.0 by 2.5 km, or better. We test
the traditional models of vertical and lateral velocity structure, hierarchical segmentation and gain new
insights into the generation of slow‐spreading oceanic lithosphere.

2. Tectonic Setting

The study area lies in the western central Atlantic and formed as part of the North American plate between
60 and 75 Ma with a spreading half rate of around 23 mm yr−1 (Figure 1, Klitgord & Schouten, 1986; Müller
& Roest, 1992; Müller & Smith, 1993; Müller et al., 1999). The seismic profile presented here is 225 km long
and oriented parallel to the MAR. It extends from ~25 km south of the Barracuda Ridge (~15.7°N, 55.3°W)
southward across the Demerara Abyssal Plain (Figure 2a). To assess the seafloor spreading fabric in the
region, we used potential field data (satellite altimetry‐derived gravity, Sandwell et al., 2014, Figure 2a; ship-
board magnetics, Allen et al., 2019, Figure 2b). There is some uncertainty in the interpretation of the mag-
netic anomalies due to the data quality (the grid includes data dating from the 1960s) and due to the region's
low latitude. Therefore, to constrain the interpretation further, we used fracture zone (FZ) traces automati-
cally extracted from the satellite gravity byWessel et al. (2015). We needed to manually extend some of these
traces westward to intersect our seismic line. To help differentiate between first‐order (transform fault) and
second‐order (NTO) traces and identify magnetic anomalies, we computed synthetic flow lines within the
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GPlates software using combinations of North‐West African and North/South American rotation poles from
Müller et al. (2019) after Harmon et al. (2019) (colored circles in Figure 2a).

Our seismic line crosses the Marathon FZ and terminates close to the Mercurius FZ, both of which are
first‐order discontinuities and are clearly seen in the potential field data (Figures 2a and 2b). In addition,
two NTOs are seen in the gravity and magnetic data and a third NTO in the magnetic data alone. The three
second‐order discontinuities, which we refer to as NTO‐1, NTO‐2, and NTO‐3, displace the magnetic anoma-
lies in a right‐lateral sense by 10–30 km (0.4–1.3 Ma age difference). In contrast, the Marathon and
Mercurius FZs both displace the magnetic anomalies in a left‐lateral sense by 60 and 30 km, respectively
(2.6 and 1.3 Ma age difference, respectively). The identified discontinuities bound five regions, which we
refer to as Segments 1–5, from north to south, respectively (Figure 2c).

3. Data
3.1. Data Acquisition and Processing

This study uses wide‐angle refraction and multichannel reflection seismic data collected by the RSS James
Cook in May–June 2017 (Collier, 2017). The wide‐angle refraction experiment used 54 OBS (four‐

Figure 1. Seafloor age of the central and equatorial Atlantic (Müller et al., 2019). Red lines are fracture zones
automatically picked from satellite altimetry by Wessel et al. (2015). Black dashed lines are plate boundaries according
to Bird (2003). The bold line marks the seismic profile presented here with the yellow box the area shown in Figure 2a.
Red hexagon indicates the location of IODP Hole U1309D (Blackman et al., 2006). Numbered symbols mark previous
seismic experiments. We subdivide these into those published before and after 2000 in recognition of the discovery of
crustal‐scale detachment faulting in 1997 (Cann et al., 1997) and the advent of high‐resolution refraction experiments (1:
Mithal & Mutter, 1989; 2 Minshull et al., 1991; 3: NAT Study Group, 1985; 4: Lizarralde et al., 2004; 5: Whitmarsh
et al., 1983; 6: Peirce et al., 2019; 7: Potts et al., 1986; 8: Ludwig & Rabinowitz, 1980; 9: Dannowski et al., 2018; 11: Canales
et al., 2000; 12: Canales et al., 2008; 13: Abrams et al., 1988; 14: (Canales et al., 2007); 15: Wolfe et al., 1995; 16: Collins
et al., 2009; 17: Dunn et al., 2005; 18: Hooft et al., 2000; 19: Canales, Detrick, et al., 2000; 20: Hosford et al., 2001; 21:
Canales et al., 2017; 22: Dunn et al., 2017; 23: Seher et al., 2010; 24: Potts et al., 1986; 25: Collier et al., 1998; 26: Henstock
et al., 1996; 27: Spathopoulos & Jones, 1993; 28: Planert et al., 2009; and 29: Minshull et al., 2003).
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Figure 2. Seafloor spreading fabric from potential field data: (a) satellite altimetry‐derived free‐air gravity (Sandwell
et al., 2014). Black lines are fracture zones and nontransform discontinuities (NTOs) automatically picked
through gravity minima at three levels of confidence by Wessel et al. (2015). The three NTOs in our study area have
been manually traced westward to intersect the seismic model line. Large circles are ages in Ma along synthetic
fracture zone flow lines calculated in GPlates (measured from the center of the associated transform fault)
(Harmon et al., 2019). Green circles indicate crust formed on the North American plate, and yellow is crust formed
on South American plate. DAP = Demerara Abyssal Plain. (b) Magnetic anomaly grid. The grid was made as
described in Allen et al. (2019) with thin lines in background showing survey tracks used. Magnetic anomalies were
identified by extending those of Müller et al. (1999) southward, guided by the synthetic flow lines shown in
(a). Magnetic fabric offsets coincide with the fracture zones determined from gravity data. (c) OBS positions
(numbered) underlain by EM120 bathymetry contoured every 50 m. Seabed instruments shown in Figure 3 are
highlighted in red.
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component) stations with an average spacing of 4 km (Figure 2c). The line
was shot with a 13‐gun, 5,000 cu. in. (82 L), tuned air gun array that was
towed at a depth of 9 m and fired at 60 s intervals, giving a nominal shot
spacing of 170 m. Each OBS was corrected for internal clock drift using
GPS‐synchronized clocks. The OBS recorded continuous data at a fre-
quency of 250 Hz, which were cut into a 60 s SEGY trace for each air
gun shot (Figures 3a–3e).

OBS positions were corrected for lateral movement during their descent
through the water column. This was achieved using a grid‐search method,
which minimized the least squares difference between the observed water
wave travel times and those calculated to a grid of depth nodes. On aver-

age, the instruments are corrected by 370 m relative to their deployment position. A minimum phase
Ormsby band‐pass filter, with corner frequencies of 1, 3, 15, and 40 Hz, was applied to the receiver gathers.
Applying a predictive deconvolution filter improved the clarity of reflections on a limited number of instru-
ments. P‐wave arrivals were best observed on the vertical component, which was therefore the primary
channel used (Figures 3a–3e).

The multichannel seismic data were collected with a 13‐gun, 3,750 cu. in. (62 L) air gun array towed at a
depth of 9 m. The array was fired every 20 s, giving a nominal shot spacing of 50 m, and was recorded by
a 3‐km‐long, 240‐channel hydrophone streamer, towed at a depth of 8 m. The data were processed using
the ProMAX software package. Processing included CDP binning at 6.25 m spacing; band‐pass filtering (2,
8, 40, and 70 Hz); a minimum phase predictive deconvolution filter (200 ms operator length); a spherical
divergence amplitude correction; and finally, a prestack Kirchhoff time migration.

3.2. Phase Identification

Phase identification was assisted by preliminary travel time modeling of first arrivals using the RayInvr and
TOMO2D codes of Zelt and Smith (1992) and Korenaga et al. (2000), respectively (Figures 3a–3e). Sediment
refractions (Ps) are not observed as first arrivals but are present as secondary arrivals on a few instruments,
with apparent velocities of 2.1–2.4 km s−1 (supporting information Figure S1). First arrivals, outside of the
direct water wave, are composed of refractions from the oceanic crust (labeled as Pg2 and Pg3 in
Figures 3a–3e) and the mantle (Pn). Pg2 arrivals have high amplitudes with highly variable apparent veloci-
ties owing to the basement topography. These refractions were picked at offsets between 2.5 and 20.5 km. Pg3
refractions were distinguished from Pg2 refractions by a decrease in seismic amplitude, a change in apparent
velocity, or both. Pg3 arrivals were picked at offsets between 8.0 and 44.5 km. Moho reflections (PmP) have
strong lateral variations in time and are often spatially limited. They were identified where they form clear
triplications (e.g., Figure 3c, south) and have increased seismic amplitude (e.g., Figure 3b). Mantle refrac-
tions (Pn) were primarily identified by an apparent velocity exceeding 7.6 km s−1 and were picked at offsets
between 12.5 and 165 km.

Basement topography between 75 and 120 km profile distance causes significant lateral variations in arrival
times (e.g., Figures 3b and 3c) and has resulted in out‐of‐plane reflections in some receiver gathers.
Preliminary modeling with iterative pick reclassifications allowed us to correctly identify these phases.
For example, OBS 318 shows clear lower crustal arrivals and a triplication to the south, whereas arrivals
to the north through basement topography make it difficult to identify a clear PmP arrival (Figure 3c).

For all first arrivals, picking uncertainties were assigned based on their offset from the recording OBS.
Secondary (e.g., Ps and PmP) arrivals were given a constant uncertainty of 50 ms (Table 1).

4. Modeling
4.1. Sedimentary Layer

A sedimentary starting model for the tomographic inversion was built from bathymetric and MCS reflection
data. Seafloor depth nodes were assigned every 500 m, and the water column was given a fixed compres-
sional velocity of 1.52 km s−1 based on measured sound velocity profiles. The top basement horizon was
picked from the prestack Kirchhoff time‐migrated reflection image along the profile and converted to depth
using an average velocity of 2.25 km s−1, based on stacking velocities. Basement depth nodes were defined

Table 1
Picking Statistics for All Observed Compressional Phases

Phase
Pick uncertainty

(relative to OBS/H) # of picks
Average pick

uncertainty (ms)

Ps 50 ms 1,026 50
PbP 70 ms 503 70
Pg2 30 ms + 0.25 ms km−1 1,901 33
Pg3 30 ms + 0.25 ms km−1 4,614 36
Pn 30 ms + 0.25 ms km−1 9,797 48
PmP 50 ms 4,005 50
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every 1 km throughout the model. Velocities of 2.1 and 2.4 km s−1 were
initially assigned to the top and base of the sediments, respectively.
Secondary sediment refraction arrivals (Ps) and reflections from the top
basement (PbP) recorded by the OBS data (Figure S1) were forward and
inverse modeled using the RayInvr code of Zelt and Smith (1992). The
final sedimentary velocity model has an RMS travel time misfit of 51 ms
and a chi‐square (χ2) value of 1.14 with velocities increasing from
~2.0 km s−1 at the seafloor to 2.9 km s−1 at the deepest point.

4.2. Tomographic Inversion

Tomographic modeling of the crust and upper mantle structure was performed using TOMO2D (Korenaga
et al., 2000). This method determines a 2‐D velocity field by simultaneous inversion of first‐arrival travel
times and reflected arrivals from a single interface. The input velocity model is defined by a sheared mesh,
which is hung from the seafloor, with nodes every 500 m in the horizontal direction, and a vertical node spa-
cing smoothly increasing from 25 m at the seafloor to 500 m at the base of the model ~25 km below the sea-
floor. The shallow structure is taken from the previously described sediment velocities, below which a
starting model of a basic oceanic crustal velocity structure is defined, increasing from 4.7 km s−1 at top base-
ment to 6.5 and 7.3 km s−1, 2.0 and 7.0 km below top basement, respectively. Velocities in the mantle
increase smoothly to 8.5 km s−1 at the base of the model (~25 km below the seafloor). The velocity of
4.7 km s−1 for the top basement has been chosen based on the observed apparent velocities of refracted arri-
vals from the uppermost crust. A preliminary floating reflector to simulate the Moho was placed at 12 km
depth, with node points defined every 1 km.

Comprehensive testing determined regularization parameters that produced a simple, geologically reason-
able model with a low misfit to the observed data. Horizontal correlation lengths increase from 3 km at
the seafloor to 16 km at 25 km depth, and vertical correlation lengths increase from 0.5 km at the seafloor
to 2.3 km at 15 km depth, below which they remain constant. A constant correlation length of 5 kmwas used
for the depth of the Moho reflector. A depth weight kernel of 1.0 was used, giving an equal weighting
between velocity and interface depth perturbations. A top‐down inversion strategy was employed, first
inverting for upper crustal refractions (Pg2), followed by the combined inversion of all crustal refractions
and PmP reflections (Pg2, Pg3, and PmP), and finally an inversion with the addition of mantle refractions
(Pg2, Pg3, PmP, and Pn). At each stage, 10 inversion iterations were run. In each subsequent set of inversions,
a variable damping is applied, defined by the ray coverage of the previous model step, in order to favor velo-
city perturbation in the deeper model regions.

Figures 3a–3e show selected receiver gathers with picked and calculated seismic arrivals. The final model
has an overall RMS travel time misfit of 44 ms and χ2 value of 0.85 (Table 2).

4.3. Uncertainty Analysis and Quality Checks
4.3.1. Monte Carlo Uncertainty Analysis
Error can be introduced into the tomographic inversion in many ways, including uncertainty in travel time
picks and characteristics of the starting model. In order to quantitatively assess this, Monte Carlo uncer-
tainty analysis was performed. Randomized timing errors were added to the travel time data to produce
100 unique noisy travel time data sets. This includes a common receiver error (± half the maximum pick
error recorded on each OBS), which accounts for uncertainties arising from the instrument relocation, off-
line distance and timing issues, and picking errors (± half the individual pick error). One hundred rando-
mized starting models were generated by modifying the initial 1‐D oceanic crustal structure hung below
the sediment model. Velocities at the top and bottom of the upper and lower crust, as well as top mantle,
were randomized by ±5% of the original starting velocity, while the depths of the boundaries in the 1‐D
model were randomized by ±10% in each new model generated. The randomized travel time data and start-
ing model pairs were inverted using the original inversion scheme and parameters described in section 4.2.
Through these inversions, the array of starting models converges toward a common solution. The mean
model from these realizations (Figure 4a) is used in the following results and discussion. The standard devia-
tion of the solutions gives a measure of the modeling uncertainty (Figure 4c).

Table 2
Misfit Statistics Through Final TOMO2D Velocity Model for All Identified
Seismic Phases

Phase Travel time picks Misfit (ms) Chi‐square (χ2)

All 16,311 44 0.85
Pg2 1,901 31 0.93
Pg3 4,614 30 0.73
Pn 9,796 47 1.03
PmP 4,051 55 1.19
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Throughout most of the model, the uncertainty in the resolved velocity is less than 50m s−1. Velocities at the
top of basement typically have higher uncertainty (60–80 m s−1), likely due to a lack of first‐arrival turning
waves from this depth (~5–8 km, Figures 3a–3e and 4c–4e). The largest uncertainties in the model are in the
upper mantle at 140–155 km profile distance, where it reaches 155 m s−1. This area of uncertainty may be
associated with discontinuous and uncertain PmP reflection/mantle refraction picks. However, this higher
uncertainty only exists over a limited spatial extent. Through all the inversion realizations, the maximum
deviation of the Moho reflection is 300 m, while the standard deviation is 110 m, indicating that the model
is very robust.
4.3.2. Ray Coverage
Ray coverage through the final model is represented by the derivative weight sum (Figure 4d). There is excel-
lent ray coverage through the sediment, crust, and upper mantle between 50 and 225 km profile distance.
Ray coverage directly below the resolved PmP reflector is excellent, and many of the shorter offset mantle
arrivals may have traveled as head waves. A small gap in ray coverage at 16 km depth, between 105 and
120 km profile distance, could be due to ray focusing from basement and Moho topography between 80
and 130 km profile distance. The ray coverage (DWS > 0) is used to mask the final velocity model, and qual-
ity checks (e.g., checkerboard tests and uncertainty analysis), to show only regions sampled by seismic data.
4.3.3. Checkerboard Testing
Checkerboard resolution tests were performed to determine the size of structures resolvable in the final velo-
city model (Zelt & Barton, 1998). Sinusoidal velocity perturbations of ±5% were introduced into the final
velocity model for a range of anomaly dimensions. Synthetic travel times were calculated through each per-
turbed model using the forward ray tracing method, with random noise added using the same method as
described in the Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis. These noisy travel time data sets are then inverted with
the same input model and inversion parameters as our original inversion scheme. The recovered anomalies
are the difference between these results and the final velocity model.

Figure 4. (a) Final velocity model. This is the mean from 100‐individual inversion realizations. Inverted gray triangles show the location of OBS. Black inverted
triangles indicate receiver gathers in Figure 3. Thick black line represents the averaged Moho reflection from the Monte Carlo process. (b) Vertical velocity
gradient of the final model, below top basement, highlighting different modes of crustal accretion. A smoothing of 1 km is applied. Gray line is the location of top
basement. (c) Monte Carlo velocity uncertainty in the average velocity model, taken as the standard deviation of the 100‐individual inversion realizations. The
standard deviation of the Moho surface is indicated with the light gray envelope. (d) Ray coverage through the final velocity model, represented by the
derivative weight sum. (e) Checkerboard result showing the recovery of velocity anomaly checks that have dimensions of 15.0 × 5.0 km. (f) Checkerboard result
showing the recovery of velocity anomaly checks that have dimensions of 5.0 × 2.5 km.
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We used check dimensions of 5–30 km laterally and 2.5–10 km vertically. Figure 4e shows the excellent
recovery of 15 × 5 km checks throughout the crust and uppermost mantle, while Figure 4f shows the high
recovery of anomalies with dimensions of 5 × 2.5 km through the crustal section. There is some diagonal
smearing of the recovered anomalies at the northern and southern extremes of the profile, likely due to uni-
directional ray coverage. Anomalies below 15 km depth are poorly resolved or not resolved at all.

5. Results

The final velocity model is shown in Figure 5b together with the locations of the ridge discontinuities deter-
mined from potential field data as discussed in section 2 (black horizontal bars, Figure 5). While there is a
small mismatch at the Marathon FZ, which may be due to uncertainties in the potential field data, overall,
the resolved PmP reflection shallows toward each of these discontinuities over tens of kilometers. Figure 5c
shows velocity anomalies relative to the average 1‐D velocity structure along the profile (black line,
Figures 6a–6e). Segment centers (colored horizontal bars, Figure 5b) show a relatively high‐velocity upper
crust and low‐velocity lower crust (blue above red, Figure 5c), or no anomaly at all (white). Segments 2
and 3 have the most pronounced relative seismic anomaly. The segment ends and ridge discontinuities
(dashed colored horizontal bars, Figure 5b) have relatively low upper crustal velocities and high lower crus-
tal velocities (red above blue, Figure 5c). A set of velocity‐depth profiles for each of the segments is shown in

Figure 5. Determining crustal domains. (a) Crustal thickness as measured between top basement and the tomographically determined PmP reflector (solid black
line) and the 7.5 km s−1 velocity contour (thin dashed black line). Horizontal black bars show the location of crustal discontinuities determined from potential
field data (±5 km uncertainty). IC and OC refer to the inside and outside corners, respectively, as determined from magnetic offsets (Figure 2b). (b) Final
velocity model. Solid horizontal colored bars indicate the center of the segments, and dashed horizontal colored bars indicate the ends of the segments. Colors
correspond to the 1‐D velocity profiles seen in Figure 6. Vertical lines indicate the location of 1‐D velocity profiles through crustal discontinuities, seen in
Figure 6f. Other details as in Figure 4. (c) Velocity anomaly computed by subtracting the average 1‐D crustal structure. Dashed black line indicates where PmP
reflection originates from a serpentinization front.
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Figures 6a–6f and for the discontinuities in Figure 6f. Within the center of the two southern segments (4 and
5), the crust has a well‐defined two‐layered structure. Velocities in the upper crust increase from 4.8 km s−1,
at the top of basement, to 6.4 km s−1, 1.8 km below, giving a velocity gradient of 0.9 s−1 (Figures 4b, 6d, and

Figure 6. (a–e) Velocity‐depth profiles by segment, extracted every 4 km through the final velocity model compared with previous compilations of oceanic crustal
structure. Solid color lines are 1‐D profiles from the segment centers and dashed color lines from the segment ends (see Figure 5b for locations). Black line
represents average through entire model used to derive Figure 5c. Light gray shading is velocity envelope from White et al. (1992) for Atlantic oceanic crust aged
59–144 Ma. Light blue shading is the velocity envelope from Christeson et al. (2019), for mature (>7 Ma) magmatic slow‐spreading crust. Solid horizontal line
represents the average depth of the resolved PmP reflections (segment centers and segment ends combined). Horizontal shaded regions represent range of
PmP reflection depths throughout the segments. (f) Velocity‐depth profiles through the center of fracture zones and nontransform offsets (numbers refer to profile
distance) compared with the average through the segment centers. Horizontal lines represent the depth of resolved PmP reflections, where observed in these
crustal discontinuities.
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6e). In the lower crust, velocities increase with a gradient of 0.2 s−1 from 6.4 to 7.3 km s−1 over a 4.4 km depth
interval. In contrast, velocities within the centers of the three northern segments (1–3) vary significantly
from the average 1‐D structure and are discussed in greater detail in the following sections. The velocity
profiles within FZ/NTOs typically increase in a single gradient over 4.2–5.5 km from upper crustal
velocities (4.5–4.8 km s−1) to lower crustal/upper mantle velocities (7.3–7.6 km s−1) (Figure 6f). Note that
in order to describe the results below, we define the seismic crustal thickness as the distance between top
basement and the inverted PmP reflector; this will be revisited within the discussion. Unless otherwise
specified, depths are beneath the top of basement. We will first describe the velocity structure within each
segment and then the structure of the discontinuities.

5.1. Segment Centers

Segment 4 has a typical velocity structure for oceanic crust aged 59–170 Ma (Figure 6d) (Christeson
et al., 2019; White et al., 1992). Uppermost basement velocities (Layer 2) range between 4.6 and 4.9 km s−1

and increase to ~6.4 km s−1 at ~1.9 km depth, giving a velocity gradient of ~0.9 s−1 (Figures 4b and 6d).
Below this in Layer 3, velocities increase gradually to 7.1–7.3 km s−1 at approximately 6.3–7.3 km depth, giv-
ing a reduced velocity gradient of ~0.16 s−1. At the base of Layer 3, the velocity increases from ~7.3 to
~7.6 km s−1 over a depth interval of ~500 m (gradient ~0.6 s−1). This is likely a smoothing effect by the tomo-
graphy code of the lower crust and upper mantle, across the resolved PmP reflector.

PmP reflections are observed throughout Segment 4, albeit with variable strength (Figures 3c–3e), and clo-
sely match the 7.5 km s−1 velocity contour (Figures 5a and 5b). Overall, the segment has an average seismic
crustal thickness of 6.6 ± 1.0 km, with a relatively flat Moho and basement topography between 140 and
165 km. North of this, the seismic crustal thickness increases to as much as 7.6 km, between 125 and
135 km profile distance. In the segment center, velocities below the PmP reflector typically increase from
~7.5 km s−1 to normal mantle velocities (>7.8 km s−1) within 1 km.

Segment 5 has a velocity structure that is very similar to that of Segment 4 (Figures 6d and 6e). In its center
(200–220 km, Figure 5), Layer 2 is as thin as ~1.8 km, giving a higher‐velocity gradient of ~1.0 s−1

(Figure 4b). Lower crustal velocities increase to 7.4 km s−1 over 4.2–5.2 km, with a velocity gradient of
~0.19 s−1. There are clear and continuous PmP reflections (Figure 3e), which also match the 7.5 km s−1 velo-
city contour. Crust within the center of this segment has an average seismically determined thickness of
6.8 ± 0.3 km, consistent with Segment 4. The mantle structure is also consistent. The structure of the crust
at the northern end of Segment 5 has strong similarities to that at the southern end of Segment 4 such that
there is a level of symmetry across the Marathon FZ, unlike that seen across NTO‐3.

Within the center of Segment 1 (30–42 km, Figure 5b), the seismically determined crust has an average
thickness of 5.2 ± 0.4 km. The PmP reflection correlates primarily with velocities of 7.3 km s−1, lower than
that of the two southern segments. The crustal velocities also present a much less distinct two‐layered struc-
ture when compared to the two southern segments (Figures 6a, 6d, and 6e). A constant velocity gradient of
0.8 s−1 in the upper crust persists to velocities of ~6.3 km s−1 at approximately 1.9 km depth (Figure 4b).
Below this, velocities increase to 7.3 km s−1 over a depth interval of 3.4 km, giving a velocity gradient for
lower crust of ~0.3 s−1. Velocities in the upper mantle increase from 7.3 to 7.8 km s−1 over 3–4 km depth
interval, giving a velocity gradient of ~0.2 s−1.

Segments 2 and 3 present dome‐like basement and velocity structures, centered on 58 and 81 km profile dis-
tance, which are markedly different to all the other segments (Figures 5b and 6a–6e). Pronounced basement
topography is observed within Segment 3, which rises 1.5 km above the surrounding basement level and
even reaches the seafloor (75–95 km, Figure 5b). These features match the structural characteristics of some
OCCs observed at the MAR, and forthwith, we refer to them as OCC‐1 and OCC‐2, respectively
(Canales et al., 2007).

OCC‐2 is within the center of Segment 3 and has an asymmetric domal structure (Figure 5b). It has high
upper crustal velocities of 5.0 km s−1 at the top of basement at 75–80 km (Figure 6c), with a velocity gradient
of 1.0 s−1 (Figure 4b), typical of Layer 2. This is the highest top basement velocity observed along the entire
profile. A velocity inversion decreases velocities from 6.2 km s−1 at 1.5 km to 6.1 km s−1 at 2.5 km depth. This
low‐velocity zone (LVZ) is present between 78 and 84 km profile distance, deepening by 1.1 km northwards
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(Figures 4b, 5b, and 7b). From 2.5 to 6.5 km depth, velocities increase to 7.2 km s−1 at the PmP reflector, with
a velocity gradient of ~0.2 s−1 (Figure 6c). Typical mantle velocities (>7.8 km s−1) below OCC‐2 are reached
1.9 km below the PmP reflector.

OCC‐1 forms a large portion of Segment 2 and is directly south of NTO‐1 (50–65 km, Figure 5b). This
feature presents the same domal velocity structure as OCC‐2. Layer 2 has typical upper crustal velocities
and is 1.8 km thick, below which we observe a pronounced velocity inversion, decreasing from 6.7 to
6.4 km s−1, 1.0 km below (Figure 6b). Below this inversion, velocities smoothly increase to 7.0 km s−1

at the Moho. Full mantle velocities are reached 1.7 km below the PmP reflector. It should be noted that
both LVZs (in OCC‐1 and OCC‐2) have higher‐velocity uncertainties than the surrounding crust (±0.08
and ±0.06 km s−1, respectively), but these uncertainties are smaller than the magnitude of the velocity
decreases. It is likely that these LVZs are smoothed in depth by the modeling and have a more limited
depth extent in reality.

5.2. Transform Offset and NTO Structure

Both the transform offset and the NTO in our final velocity model are characterized by shallowing of the
PmP reflector and velocity gradients distinct from the segment centers (Figures 4b, 5a, and 5b). The ridge

Figure 7. Details of two identified oceanic core complexes. (a) Bathymetry showing the seafloor expression of OCC‐2 and OBS used to resolve the seismic
structure indicated by numbered gray triangles. (b) Zoom‐in of final velocity model showing velocity structure of OCC‐1 and OCC‐2. White lines indicate the
inflection points above the OCC LVZs, which is interpreted to be the location of detachment faulting. Colored lines through the center of the OCC indicate the
location of 1‐D profiles seen in (c). (c) Velocity‐depth functions through OCC‐1 and OCC‐2, compared with the TAG hydrothermal mound from Profile 1 in
Canales et al. (2007). (d) Kirchhoff time‐migrated reflection seismic image showing basement configuration in two‐way time.
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discontinuities each have a single velocity gradient (Figure 6f), which ranges between 0.6 and 0.8 s−1 at the
NTOs and 0.5 s−1 at the Marathon FZ.

NTO‐3 is the most prominent discontinuity in the final tomographymodel (Figure 5b), with thin crust over a
30‐km‐wide zone. Despite no positively identified PmP reflections in the center of the discontinuity, if we
interpolate the PmP interface through this area, it gives the upper bound on the igneous crustal thickness
as 4.2 km. Upper crustal velocities in the center of NTO‐3 are 4.4 km s−1, the lowest observed along the pro-
file (Figure 6f). Velocities increase approximately linearly to 7.6 km s−1 at 4.2 km depth, giving a velocity gra-
dient of 0.8 s−1.

NTO‐1 has less distinct change in crustal thickness than NTO‐3, with less shallowing of sparse PmP reflec-
tions from Segment 1 to the north (Figure 5b). However, there is a shallowing of the 7.5 km s−1 velocity con-
tour from the center of Segment 1 over <15 km toward NTO‐1. We infer that the maximum igneous crustal
thicknesswithin this discontinuity is ~4.3 km, likeNTO‐3. Velocities increase smoothly from4.7 to 7.5 km s−1

at 5.0 km depth, with a velocity gradient of 0.6 s−1 (Figures 4b and 7).

NTO‐2 is unlike the other two NTOs in that we can trace PmP reflections continuously that shoal along
strike over 10–15 km to as little as 4.4 km depth. However, these do not seem to be associated with a clear
velocity discontinuity but rather lie within a single velocity gradient of 0.6 s−1, from 4.7 km s−1 at the top
of basement to 7.5 km s−1 at 5.0 km depth (Figures 4b and 7).

The medium‐offset Marathon FZ is well resolved within the model with continuous Moho reflections,
revealing a symmetrical thinning of Layer 3 across the FZ axis (Figures 3d and 3e, 4b–4f, and 5a–5c). The
crust thins gradually over 20–25 km, decreasing from 6.6–6.9 km in the neighboring segment centers, to a
minimum crustal thickness of 5.3 km. There is a constant velocity gradient of 0.5 s−1 to a depth of 5.3 km,
lower than that observed in the three NTOs, with velocities increasing from 4.8 to 7.3 km s−1. Below this,
there is a relatively sharp increase in velocity over the 5.3–6.3 km depth range, increasing from 7.3 to
7.8 km s−1 (Figure 6f). Typical mantle velocities of 7.8 km s−1 are reached within 1 km below the
PmP reflector.

6. Discussion
6.1. Evidence for Two Types of Crustal Accretion

Previous studies have attempted to define a single two‐layered velocity‐depth (Penrose) model to represent
slow‐spreading crust (e.g., White et al., 1992). However, the five ridge segments present two distinct struc-
tures within our final velocity model: Two have the classic two‐layered structure, and three do not. We inter-
pret these distinct velocity structures as the products of two endmembers of crustal accretion at the MAR:
magmatically robust and tectonically controlled. We believe that many previous compilations of
slow‐spreading oceanic crust have oversimplified the structure by merging the two crustal modes into a gen-
eralized velocity‐depth envelope (e.g., Grevemeyer, Hayman, et al., 2018; White et al., 1992). A recent com-
pilation of slow‐spread oceanic crust by Christeson et al. (2019) excludes “anomalous” regions, including
oceanic‐core complexes, LVZs, crustal discontinuities, and zones interpreted as serpentinized. While this
analysis gives a more accurate model of the magmatic accretion, it inherently excludes multiple settings
observed at the ridge axis.

Within the center of Segments 4 and 5 (Figures 4b, 5b, 6d, and 6e), the upper crust is 1.8–1.9 km thick
with a high‐velocity gradient (~0.9 s−1), overlying lower crust with a much lower velocity gradient
(~0.2 s−1) and an average thickness of 5.0 ± 0.8 km. The PmP reflector coincides with the 7.5 km s−1 con-
tour, and velocities increase to >7.8 km s−1 within ~1 km below, suggesting it is a petrological boundary
between crust and mantle (Figure 5c) (Lizarralde et al., 2004). Overall, the centers of these segments have
an igneous crustal thickness of 6.8 ± 0.8 km, close to the global average (Christeson et al., 2019; White
et al., 1992). These segments are therefore consistent with the classic Layer 2/3 Penrose model of oceanic
crust, and we interpret them as being magmatically robust. They also show an excellent agreement with
the velocity envelope for mature, slow‐spreading magmatic crust from the compilation of Christeson
et al. (2019). Crustal thinning toward their ends agrees well with the concept of melt delivery focused
to the segment centers, with less magma supplied to the segment ends (e.g., Dunn et al., 2005; Hooft
et al., 2000; Hosford et al., 2001; Lin & Phipps Morgan, 1992; Minshull et al., 2003; Phipps Morgan &
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Chen, 1993; Tolstoy et al., 1993). At the current MAR, spreading segments with these seismic character-
istics are widely reported, including the Lucky Strike segment (Seher et al., 2010), the OH segments south
of the Oceanographer FZ (Canales et al., 2000; Dunn et al., 2005; Hooft et al., 2000), segments south of
the Kane FZ (Dannowski et al., 2010), crust neighboring the TAG hydrothermal area (Canales et al., 2007),
the segment between the Mercurius and Marathon transforms (Peirce et al., 2019), and segments north of
the 5°S FZ (Planert et al., 2009).

Conversely, the centers of Segments 1–3 do not have this well‐defined two‐layer velocity structure
(Figures 4b, 5b and 5c, and 6a–6c) and are more variable than the magmatic segments. The PmP reflector
corresponds to velocities of 7.0–7.2 km s−1, and whether we define the crustal thickness by the PmP reflector
or the 7.5 km s−1 contour, the crust is thinner than in Segments 4 and 5 (Figure 5a). Midcrustal to lower crus-
tal velocities fall outside the envelope for mature magmatic ocean crust (Christeson et al., 2019), while PmP
reflections occur at shallower depths (Figures 6a–6c). We therefore interpret Segments 1–3 as having an
overall lower magmatic budget than Segments 4 and 5 and being tectonically controlled as described in
the Chapman model of oceanic crust. Seismic velocities observed at midcrustal and lower crustal depths
in Segments 2 and 3 are lower than those in the remaining segments (Figures 5c and 6f). We attribute this
velocity reduction to normal faulting in the upper crust to midcrust, which opened fractures and allowed
hydrothermal circulation and alteration to depth (Canales, Detrick, et al., 2000; Hooft et al., 2000; Hosford
et al., 2001; Minshull et al., 2003; Planert et al., 2009; Seher et al., 2010). The more gradual gradient from
“crustal” to “mantle” velocities in these segments could be due to an intermix of rock types. PmP reflections
are often not observed within OCC, and it has been suggested that this could be the result of a magma deficit
at the time of accretion or gradational serpentinization, which lowers the velocity of upper mantle perido-
tites to that of gabbros (Blackman et al., 2009; Dunn et al., 2017; Peirce et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2012). A
further characteristic of Segments 2 and 3 is local velocity inversions, which we interpret as OCCs as dis-
cussed in section 6.4.

Heterogeneous crustal velocity structures have also been reported in recent seismic studies of the MAR,
including at the Rainbow Massif (Canales et al., 2017; Dunn et al., 2017; Paulatto et al., 2015), the Atlantis
Massif (Blackman & Collins, 2010; Canales et al., 2008), the TAG hydrothermal mound (Canales et al., 2007;
Zhao et al., 2012), the Kane OCC (Canales, 2010; Xu et al., 2009), crust at 22°19′N (Dannowski et al., 2010),
and the spreading segments immediately north of the Marathon Transform (Peirce et al., 2019). At those
locations, it is possible to place the velocity structures in a broader context of the basement morphology,
due to the lack of sediment. These heterogeneous structures coincide with widespread faulting, large throw
detachment faults, and the exposure of corrugated massifs associated with OCCs, showing the relative dom-
inance of tectonic processes.

While the velocity‐depth profiles within both types of seafloor spreading segment show a fit within the gen-
eralized envelopes of previous compilations (gray and light blue shading in Figure 6), this gives a false
impression of relatively homogeneous structures and processes. Instead, we have found two distinct seismic
structures that are consistent with the two modes of oceanic crustal accretion observed at the modern MAR.
The different structures persist as the crust matures, and so its ability to buffer volatiles, such as carbon and
water, will vary spatially. Within our final model, segments interpreted as magmatically robust comprise
56% of the total line length. Observations at the MAR between 12.5°N and 35°N suggest that detachment
faulting occurs along 50% of the axis (Cann et al., 2015; Escartin et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2006). Taken
together, this implies that only around half of the seafloor of the Atlantic, formed at a slow‐spreading rate,
is made of classic “Penrose‐type,” layered magmatic oceanic crust, as observed in previous studies
(Cann et al., 2015).

6.2. Nature of the Crust‐Mantle Boundary

The two types of crustal accretion generate PmP reflectors with different characteristics. Within magmati-
cally robust segments, the reflector corresponds to the 7.5 km s−1 contour, and there is a rapid increase to
normal mantle velocities >7.8 km s−1 below. Hence, we interpret the Moho here as a simple petrological
boundary between crust and mantle. A sharp velocity contrast, which is expected for such a boundary, is
not resolved within the velocity model given the tomographic smoothing. However, the rapid increase to
mantle velocities over a depth range of ~1 km, half that of the vertical correlation length at this depth, is evi-
dence for a sharp transition. In contrast, within the tectonically controlled segments, the PmP reflector
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occurs where velocities are 7.0–7.2 km s−1 and is underlain by a further gradient over 3–4 km until normal
mantle velocities are reached. This could be interpreted in three ways. (1) Deformation and alteration of a
shallower petrological Moho has erased the strong velocity contrast across this boundary, and PmP reflec-
tions instead originate from a serpentinization front within the upper mantle (Figure 5c) (Minshull
et al., 1998; Escartín et al., 2003; Delescluse et al., 2015). (2) The PmP reflector may still be a petrological
boundary between mafic and ultramafic material, but deep fracturing and alteration has lowered velocities
on either side of this boundary. The drilling results from IODP Site 1309 at Atlantis Massif show that a simi-
lar degree of alteration causes greater reduction of seismic velocities within olivine‐rich rocks than in typical
oceanic gabbros (Blackman et al., 2019). Hence, the mantle rocks beneath the PmP reflector could have
undergone a larger velocity reduction than the mafic rocks above. (3) Crust in tectonic segments is formed
of gabbroic plutons, hosted in an ultramafic matrix, which become volumetrically less abundant at greater
depth, often referred to as the “plum pudding”model (Cannat, 1993; Ildefonse et al., 2007). Moho reflections
may not be expected in this setting given a gradual increase in seismic velocity, with some authors suggesting
that such settings would still require a serpentinization front in order to generate the observed seismic reflec-
tion (Minshull et al., 1998). Nevertheless, phases that behave like wide‐angle reflections can still be gener-
ated within zones of steeper gradient, even without a discontinuity. While we do not favor any one
interpretation for the generation of PmP reflections in tectonic segments, each interpretation requires the
alteration of mantle peridotites, mafic material, or both, unlike the petrological Moho in the
magmatic segments.

6.3. The Structure and Role of Second‐Order Discontinuities

Compiled seismic studies of Atlantic FZs (Detrick et al., 1993) and of geophysical and geochemical observa-
tions at the ridge axis (Carbotte et al., 2016) both suggest that the structure of the first‐ and second‐order dis-
continuities is similar and independent of the size of the ridge offset. This conclusion is supported by our
results; we argue below that the accretion state (magmatic vs. tectonic) of the neighboring segments is a
more significant factor in determining the crustal structure variations than the offset and geometry of
the discontinuity.

Our final velocity model shows a marked shallowing of the PmP reflector over distances >10 km toward
the ends of both magmatic segments (Figure 5). The thinning of Segment 4 is strongly asymmetric: The
northern end thins by 3.4 km over ~18 km (192 m km−1), while the southern end thins more gradually
by 1.3 km over ~24 km (54 m km−1). Such asymmetry has previously been attributed to the offset geo-
metry, with more rapid thinning at the inside corner than the outside corner (e.g., Canales, Detrick,
et al., 2000, for the OH‐1 segment at the MAR; Figure 1). However, this cannot be the case for
Segment 4, which has two outside corners (Figure 5a). Instead, the rapid thinning end abuts a tectonic
segment and the more gently thinning end a magmatic segment. Similarly, crustal thinning across the
Marathon FZ, which separates two magmatic segments, is symmetric despite being composed of one
inside and one outside corner. Therefore, we suggest that the thinning toward segment ends is con-
trolled primarily by the nature of the neighboring segments.

Within each of the discontinuities, we observe single velocity‐depth gradients between 0.5 and 0.8 s−1

(Figure 6f). At the NTOs, the gradient continues until mantle velocities (>7.8 km s−1) are reached. We inter-
pret this as decreasing fracturing and/or serpentinization of upper mantle peridotites with depth, potentially
with a thin overlying igneous crust (Minshull et al., 1998). While there is still a PmP reflection beneath NTO‐
2, similar observations have been made at the Atlantis II Transform and Labrador Sea spreading center and
are interpreted as serpentinization boundaries (Delescluse et al., 2015; Minshull et al., 1998). The lack of
PmP beneath NTO‐1 and NTO‐3 may indicate that the variations are very gradual or that any boundaries
have structure too complex to produce coherent reflections with our wavelengths (e.g., Larkin &
Levander, 1996). In contrast, the Marathon FZ shows a lower velocity gradient of 0.5 s−1, which steepens
beneath 5.5 km depth to reach mantle velocities by 6.5 km, with clear PmP reflections. This difference,
and correspondingly lower velocities from 2–6 km depth, may reflect that the larger offset (60 km) and
longer activity (2.6 Myr) of the fault have increased fracturing and serpentinization. Alternatively, given
the location between twomagmatically robust segments, this may indicate the presence of gabbro intrusions
even within the FZ. In both segment types, going from the segment center toward the discontinuity, mid-
crustal velocities decrease, and the contrast in the velocity gradients between the upper and lower crust
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diminishes (dashed lines in Figure 6). Similar patterns have been previously reported at the MAR, for exam-
ple, toward the ends of the OH‐1 (Hooft et al., 2000) and Lucky Strike (Seher et al., 2010) segments, where
they were attributed to increasing tectonization of the crust. However, we are now able to distinguish that
the magmatically robust Segments 4 and 5 maintain velocities and gradients characteristic of Layer 3
through the transition, with continuous PmP indicating that a petrological crust‐mantle boundary is main-
tained, whereas the tectonically dominated Segments 1–3 develop a single gradient approaching, but still
outside, the discontinuity, suggesting a gradual transition from igneous crust to tectonized and
altered peridotite.

This changing nature of the Moho, pattern of crustal thinning and velocity structure is consistent with the
previously interpreted interplay between tectonism and available magma at slow‐spreading ridges (Cann
et al., 2015; Olive et al., 2010; Planert et al., 2009; Tucholke et al., 2008). Planert et al. (2009) observed that
crust formed in times of reduced melt flux exhibits extreme thinning from the segment centers to the bound-
ing transforms (8.5 to <3.0 km), primarily accommodated by the thinning of Layer 3. In contrast, crust
formed during periods of elevated melt flux shows little thinning at the segment ends and maintained the
Layer 2/3 structure across crustal discontinuities. Our results also show the strong control of bulk magma
flux on the structure of the segments and their ends. During periods of lower melt supply, the already thin
segment centers thin further toward the segment ends, where there is little evidence of Layer 3 velocities
(e.g., Segments 1–3 and NTO‐1–NTO‐3). Magmatic periods result in more limited crustal thinning toward
the discontinuities, and Layer 3 velocities persist through these segment ends (e.g., Segments 4–5 over the
Marathon FZ).

6.4. Oceanic Core Complexes in Mature Atlantic Oceanic Crust

Studies at the MAR axis have shown that in the case of extreme tectonic extension, low‐angle detach-
ment faults form, which can cross‐cut the entire crustal section, and both exhuming lower crust and
upper mantle materials (Canales et al., 2007; Dannowski et al., 2010), and providing fluid pathways
(Blackman et al., 2019; Harding et al., 2017). Identification of OCCs at the MAR relies primarily on
recognizing corrugated massifs by bathymetric mapping (e.g., Cann et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2008).
The subsurface of some OCCs has been investigated to determine their internal structure, formation,
and early evolution, for example, TAG hydrothermal mound and Atlantis Massif (Blackman et al., 2019;
Canales et al., 2007; Canales et al., 2008; Henig et al., 2012), while microseismicity can also provide con-
straints on fault geometries and activity (e.g., deMartin et al., 2007; Parnell‐Turner et al., 2017).
However, as these systems age and move away from the ridge axis, sediment eventually shrouds them,
making their identification problematic. On our ridge‐parallel profile, we interpret two prominent domal
structures with lateral dimensions of 15–20 km as OCCs. OCC‐2 still has a bathymetric expression
(Figure 7a), which, given the scale and orientation of the outcrop, provides additional evidence that this
feature is anomalous crust and is most likely an OCC. As well as matching the overall dimensions of
OCCs at the MAR, as we will discuss below, these OCCs possess similar seismic velocity characteristics.
While off‐axis OCCs have been identified in mature crust using bathymetric (e.g., Ohara et al., 2001)
and reflection imaging (e.g., Reston et al., 2004; Reston & Ranero, 2011), few have been identified using
seismic refraction methods. Delescluse et al. (2015) identified an OCC at the extinct ultraslow Labrador
Sea spreading center using tomographic imaging, where serpentinized mantle velocities were observed
beneath just 1.5 km of basement. Grevemeyer et al. (2018) produced P‐wave and S‐wave velocity models
of bathymetrically identified OCC in crust aged ~7 Myr old at the ultraslow Mid‐Cayman Spreading
Centre. These results revealed that OCCs present high Vp/Vs ratios in the shallow crust, associated with
crustal‐scale detachment faulting and the exhumation and serpentinization of mantle peridotites. Our
new OCC observations enable us to compare their velocity structures with the on‐axis examples and
to draw basic conclusions about the aging processes of these enigmatic features.

Both OCCs have an upper crust with a seismic velocity gradient like the rest of the profile (Figures 6 and 7c).
Deeper, there is a marked reduction in velocity gradient, followed by an LVZ. Overall, these velocity‐depth
structures resemble that found at the TAG hydrothermal mound (Figure 7c) (Canales et al., 2007). While the
upper gradient is significantly lower than at TAG, we attribute this to the normal aging processes like the rest
of the line. At TAG, Canales et al. (2007) interpret the break in velocity gradient as the detachment fault
zone, based on clustering of microseismicity, with a hanging wall composed of upper crustal material,
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juxtaposed against a lower crustal footwall below. The different upper crustal thicknesses at the two OCCs in
our model (1.8 and 1.0 km, respectively) thus imply different depths to the detachment. In particular, at
OCC‐2, this is much thinner than Layer 2 elsewhere on the profile, and we interpret the basement reaching
the seabed as a rafted block equivalent to that identified by Smith et al. (2008).

LVZs are reported in the seismic structure of the Kane OCC (Canales, 2010) and TAG hydrothermal
mound at the MAR (Canales et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2012), and Mt Dent at the ultraslow‐spreading
Cayman Trough (Harding et al., 2017). Both Zhao et al. (2012) and Harding et al. (2017) suggest that
these LVZs could result from a combination of thermal, lithological, mechanical, or hydrothermal pro-
cesses that act to reduce the seismic velocity in the footwall. Rotation and uplift of the detachment foot-
wall would result in fracturing and faulting propagating through the footwall, which in turn enables
hydration and alteration at depth. Recent drilling of Atlantis Massif shows that intense shallow altera-
tion reduces P‐wave velocities in the gabbro footwall from 6.5 to 6.0–6.4 km s−1, up to 800 m below the
OCC detachment fault surface (Blackman et al., 2019), consistent with the velocity structure of the
upper footwall in our OCC‐2. Further evidence of this comes from seismic studies of OCC in the
Parece Vela back‐arc basin, where shallow reflections are suggested to be generated by localized fractur-
ing and alteration of the gabbroic core (Ohara et al., 2007). The higher midcrustal velocities at OCC‐1,
relative to OCC‐2, may indicate that seafloor exposure and alteration were more limited. Alternatively,
the differences may show heterogeneous footwall compositions. Some OCC footwalls may comprise
mantle peridotites hosting gabbroic plutons (Dick et al., 2008; Ildefonse et al., 2007), and mixed lithol-
ogies could also produce a velocity inversion.

7. Conclusions
Here, we have presented a high‐resolution P‐wave wide‐angle seismic study over ~60–75 Ma Atlantic
Ocean crust using 54 OBS, at 4 km spacing along a 225 km profile. Our velocity model spans five crustal
segments separated by one FZ (former transform fault) and three NTOs. Our primary findings are as
follows:

• Two types of segments have distinctive seismic velocity structures. One has a classic two‐layer velocity
structure with a high‐velocity gradient Layer 2 (~1.0 s−1) above a lower velocity gradient Layer 3
(~0.2 s−1). In such segments, a deep reflector (PmP) coincides with the 7.5 km s−1 contour and an increase
to >7.8 km s−1 velocities <1 km below, defining an average crustal thickness of 6.8 ± 0.8 km.We interpret
these segments as dominated by magmatic processes, with PmP representing a petrological boundary
between crust and mantle. The other type has a much reduced velocity gradient contrast between the
upper and lower crust, with localized seismic velocity inversions, and a PmP reflector shallower than
the 7.5 km s−1 contour. We interpret these segments as tectonically dominated, with PmP reflections ori-
ginating from velocity contrasts in, or across, altered mafic and/or ultramafic materials. Along the profile,
the two segment types are present in approximately equal proportions, consistent with the modern obser-
vations of crustal accretion at theMAR. Our results question the validity of assigning a single 1‐D velocity‐
depth envelope to slow‐spread oceanic crust.

• The seismic structures of the NTOs and the FZ segment are similar, despite different ridge offsets. At
both types of discontinuity, the PmP reflector shallows by up to 3.1 km over distances >15 km, and a
linear velocity gradient between 0.5 and 0.8 s−1 is found. Both orders of discontinuity present major
boundaries to magmatic and tectonic processes at the MAR. Clear PmP reflections at the ends of
magmatic segments indicate that the lithological boundary between crust and mantle is maintained
toward the discontinuity. In contrast, at the ends of tectonic segments, PmP is generally missing alto-
gether, which suggests a more heterogeneous lower crustal structure and/or a gradational decrease in
fracturing and alteration with depth, both of which act to reduce or eliminate the impedance con-
trast. The accretion state (magmatic versus tectonic) of the neighboring segments is a more significant
factor in determining variations in the crustal structure than the offset and geometry of the
discontinuity.

• We have made the first wide‐angle seismic identifications of buried OCCs in mature (>20 Ma)
Atlantic Ocean crust. Their dimensions and seismic structure are comparable to those studied at
the modern MAR. These OCCs show a ~20‐km‐wide “domal” morphology, with shallow basement
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and increased upper crustal velocities relative to normal ocean crust. Seismic velocity inversions are
interpreted to be caused by alteration and rock‐type assemblage contrasts beneath a crustal‐scale
detachment fault.
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